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practicing chemist. Although this question certainly has some legitimacy, there is
a larger issue at play.
Research, at its best, cannot be forced
to complement an existing commercial
practice or industrial process. It is problematic to view the virtues of fundamental research in this fashion. Even though
the citizenry funds most academic research, it is unreasonable for them to
n many respects, chemistry pres- Center broadcast. As a result, we have less expect to see the fruits of that research
ents an odd dichotomy: It is as broad opportunity to savor the more subtle aspects manifest on the shelves of the local superas it is finely focused; it is frequently of the game. Thus, it is difficult for us to market the next year. Fundamental resimple and just as often strikingly com- appreciate Pete Sampras’
search is a long-term
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endeavor. The history of
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science is replete with
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important discoveries
of chemistry is as rhythmically intricate point is strategically conthat did not have an imas a Mozart sonata, yet it can be as logically structed, even orchesmediate application at
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the time when they were
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way that the winning voldiscovery process, is enOur high-tech society has made us ley is the culmination of
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Effectively, “We want what we want when everyday conveniences
Therefore, it remains
we want it.” Deferred gratification—the that modern science has wrought are the crucial to support research that investiconcept of working toward a goal to be culmination of fundamental research.
gates classic problems or describes a new
realized at some later point—has long since
It is a legitimate concern that the prac- method for synthesizing a chiral center.
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compounds and the discovery
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the entire album of an artist, not
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quences of fundamental requintessential works such as the TAKE TIME In addition to researching the organometallic search. I hope that such wisdom
1959 recording of “Kind of Blue” chemistry of main group elements, Robinson works with
will be omnipresent as chemby Miles Davis, often cited as the undergraduate students in Georgia’s Honors Program.
istry continues to be practiced
greatest jazz album of all time,
by individuals who ponder perowes a measure of its acclaim to the fact tice of science in general, and of chemistry haps the most important question in scithat it was recorded and released during a in particular, may be affected by our imme- ence: “I wonder what would happen if ... ?”
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Fundamental chemistry research still has essential
place in our instant-gratification society
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The everyday
conveniences that
modern science
has wrought are
the culmination
of fundamental
research.

